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Fear the Forest (2009) (DVD Review)

Directed By: Matthew Bora

Starring: Kevin F. Barrett, Matthew Bora, Alev Dinc

Rated: UR/Region: O/Widescreen/Number of disc: 1

Available from LOST EMPIRE/MVD

Ten Years ago, there was a “Ghost-like something” seen killing people in the woods as people were culled away one by one and some never to be found. 

What really happened? This year reports have surfaced that it was all just a “Hoax.” A local philanthropist believes differently and puts a $2.5 Million Dollar 

Bounty on this “Beast” in the woods and a team of expert hunters go out looking for the “Silent Killer.”

Have you had a yearning for more shot on video horror films? If so, then you may really enjoy your time with Fear of the Forest. If shot on video horror isn’t 

your type of thing, then you will without question hate this movie. You may even loath it! I don’t dislike a movie like this for being being shot on video, but I 

dislike it greatly for the lack of logic and the fact our big shoot looks like a man in a school mascot outfit. At one point we have a character spend seven days 

in the wood. That is a whole seven days! They don’t even have much dirt on them after this seven days and I also ponder how they went that long without 

food. These are the major logic issues that hurt a film like this.

We also have what seems like mid-30 men playing along as if they were a teen or someone in their early 20s. I don’t usually mind stuff like that, but this time 

it is way too obvious to ignore. This is also a movie that is in desperate need of cutting and clipping. The movie just seems to run way longer than it should 

be running. We could clip perhaps a good fifteen minutes off this movie without losing anything and perhaps even helping it. This won’t be a movie for 

everyone and it just sadly wasn’t a movie for me.
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